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ABSTRACT

An accurate model is presented for the analysis of ion-implanted AlGaAs/GaAs multi-quantum well symmetric
and asymmetric twin waveguides. The modal propagation constants, modal indices and field profiles of the leading
supermodes are solved numerically by using a quasi-vector method based on the Finite Difference method. Impurity
induced disordering defined multi-quantum well twin waveguides are shown to have similar optical properties as
conventional dielectric rib waveguides. They provide a more flexible control over the waveguiding and coupling
characteristics by changing the diffusion time, the ion implant energy, the mask width, the waveguide separation, and the
operating wavelength. By suitably varying these parameters, single-mode operation can be achieved, while the coupling
length can be theoretically tuned from a few millimeters to a hundred meters, a difference in the order of lOs. Impurity
induced disordering produced waveguide arrays are therefore highly recommended for integrated photonic IC realisation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The selective disordering (or otherwise known as intermixing) of Ill-V compound semiconductor material
quantum well (QW) structures has been widely employed to realise various optoelectronics devices) This technique offers
a planar technology to alter the band-gap energy, refractive index and other optical properties of the QW material.
Impurity-induced disordering (lID) by diffusion 2 or by ion implantation,3 as well as impurity-free vacancy diffusion can
enhance the interdiffusion rate of the diffused quantum well by large extents. In this work, ion implantation is used because
it provides an accurate depth control of the disordered region due to a controllable spatial distribution of ions, though it
unavoidably causes soirie damage.

In recent years, multi-QW waveguides and their applications have aroused much interest in the optoelectronics
field. Optical directional couplers, also termed waveguide couplers or coupled waveguides, are important components of
optoelectronic integrated circuits. Directional couplers are primarily used as optical power splitters, switches, wavelength
and polarisation (de)multiplexers. The basic configuration of waveguide couplers is composed of two adjacent
waveguides with a finite separation such that the guided waves in the two individual guides have an appropriate overlap that
couples the two. This tunnelling of waves leads to power (energy) transfer from one waveguide to the other while light
propagates along the waveguides. The analysis ofparallel waveguides can be performed either by expressing the coupling
of energy between individual guides (coupled-mode approach) or by directly analysing a structure consisting of all the
guides and their surrounding media (normal-mode approach). 8 For optimum design of such devices, the propagation
characteristics, namely the modal behaviour, of the analyse coupled structure have to be determined. As waveguides in
practice are often made by diffusion, the channels are having arbitrary refractive index profiles (typically Gaussian or
complementary error function). Analytical solution to the wave equation cannot be obtained easily; therefore, numerical
analysis becomes essential. A number of numerical methods have been developed to solve for the modal indices and field
profiles of the guided modes of the coupled system with arbitrary cross-section andlor index profile. Examples include the
effective index method, '° the spectral index method, the variational method, 12 the equipartition method, 13 the Rayleigh
quotient method, 14 semivectonal finite difference method, vectorial integrated finite difference method, 16 the Fourier
decomposition method, 17 and the Galerkin method. 18 A review of numerical methods for the analysis of optical
waveguides is available in. 19 Much work has also been done to find the exact analytic solutions for the electric field of TE
modes in various structures in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions. 20
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Although there have been a great number of studies on coupled waveguides, most of them are dealing with
dielectric rib waveguides and relatively few are concerned with the coupling properties in multi-quantum well twin
waveguides. 21 The present study is the first of such, addressing the coupling properties of multi-quantum well twin
waveguides defined by lID. A model for the ion-implanted symmetrical twin waveguide consisting of AlGaAs/GaAs
MQWs is developed. By adopting a quasi-vector method based on the Finite difference method which is applied to mapped
infinite domains, 22 the coupled structure is analysed. This method is accurate down to and including modal cutoff. A range
of lID waveguide parameters will be examined. These include the ion implantation energy, the operating wavelength, the
mask width and the waveguide separation, and both the waveguiding and coupling properties at different diffusion times. In
Section II of this paper, the modeling and mathematical formulations for the twin waveguide structure are described.
Numerical results are presented in Section III. Conclusions will be given in Section IV.

2. MODEL

Masked ion implantation technique is used to alter the band-gap and hence the refractive index of the as-grown
square quantum well (SQW) material in selective regions. The non-implanted (mask-covered) area has higher refractive
indices than the implanted (uncovered) area, thus producing lateral confinement for light. A two-dimensional single-channel
waveguide is formed. 23

The schematic of the waveguiding structure to be analysed is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of AlGaAs/GaAs
multi-quantum well layers on a thick AlGaAs buffer grown on a GaAs substrate. Two identical masks are placed side by
side on the top and the whole structure is exposed in air. Both the air above and A1GaAs below the MQW layers have lower
refractive index than the MQWs. Ga impurity ions are injected at high energy, followed by annealing at 950°C. Two
parallel and symmetric waveguides are fabricated as a consequence. The refractive index of this structure is inhomogeneous
and anisotropic.

0.6 m

2.5 im

Fig. 1. Schematic of the multi-quantum well twin waveguide
defined by ion implantation.

Assuming the mask has an infinitely steep edge and is thick enough to avoid penetration, the as-implanted impurity
concentration profile is given by
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where N0 is the implanted dose of Ga, Lm is the mask width, 2L is the total width of the coupled waveguide, L, is onehalf of
the separation between the waveguides, s(= 2L) is the waveguide separation (see Fig. 1), R is the projected range, AR,,, is
its vertical standard deviation and z1RL S the lateral deviation. x is defined as the lateral direction of the waveguide and y is
the depth perpendicular to it. The zero reference is at the middle and on the surface of the whole structure.

For the diffusion of impurity under annealing at a specific temperature, the diffusion coefficient Dmp 5 assumed
fixed throughout the sample for any time t. The impurity concentration profile N(x,y,t) can be solved from the heat equation

N(x;Yt)Dv2N(XYt) (2)

It is assumed that the interdiffusion coefficient Datom of Al and Ga atoms depends on the local defect density only,
and is described by the relation

Datom(XYt)=2ZDimpN(X,Y,t) (3)
where a is a constant determined from experimental data.

The square of the diffusion length Ld 2(x,y) can be calculated by integrating N(x,y,t) with respect to time,

Ld2 (x, y) = JDatom (x, y, t)dt = aDJN(x, y, t)dt (4)

where T is the annealing time.

The concentration profile C(x,y,t)of the Al atom is obtained numerically from

3C (x , y ,t)
3t =V(Datom(X,Y,t)VC(X,Y,t)) (5)

Now that the diffusion length profile has much more grid points in the y direction than the number of QWs, the
profile is re-gridded so that each region covers a single QW, and the mean value in each region is chosen. In this way each
QW is matched with a specific diffusion length (Ld). The Al concentration profile w(y) of a single QW with well width L is
given by 24

w (y ) =w
[i _![e [LZ±2Y +e LZ-2Y

(6)

where w0 is the initial Al concentration. A previously developed model 25 is adopted to find the refractive index profile
t1r(X,Y) from the diffused QW structure.

In order to analyse the guiding characteristics of the twin waveguide, the wave equation has to be solved
numerically. A semi-vector solution is required which takes into account the polarisation effects. Assuming a time
dependence of exp(j/3t) and propagation in the z-direction, for a translationally invariant real refractive index profile flr(X,y),
the electric field can be described by this vector wave equation 26
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V2E(x, y) +k2flr2(X, y)E(x, y)+ V E(x, y)
Vn2(x, y) = (7)
r (x,y)

where k (= 27i/A) is the free-space wavenumber, whereas A represents the free-space wavelength. Considering only the
transverse electric field components (E and Er), propagation in the z-direction with phase change exp(-j/3z) (f3 is the
associated propagation constant), Eq. (7) reduces to two coupled equations for E and E)

-

;:2X +;:2x
(8)

2E, 2E, [ 3 I
:3x

2 2 +k 2(n —n )E,
+2-—[E _1fl(flr)+Ex 1fl(flr)j=O

(9)

where Tteff (f3/k) is the modal index. The first three terms in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) represent the scalar wave equation, the
fourth term is a polarisation correction, while the last term corresponds to the coupling between E and E. For quasi-TE
polarisation, E = 0. For quasi-TM polarisation, E = 0. In this paper, only the case with quasi-TE polarisation is treated.
The wave equation to be solved is

2E ?32E 22 ar 1
2X + 2X +k ('ar _ )E +2—[E _lfl(flr)j=O

(10)
ax 3y 3x

The whole infinite x-y plane was mapped onto a unit square in the u-v space using non-linear transformation
functions, then E is expressed as a complete set of orthonormal, sinusoidal basis functions. After proper manipulations, the
wave equation is finally transformed into a matrix equation. The standard eigenvalue solver -LAPACKroutines - are used to
solve this matrix problem. All the relevant details are described in 22.

For a given refractive index profile, flr(X, y), the normalised propagation constant b is calculated by
2 2

j.2 neff cIU— 2 2 (11)
nco —nd

where n1and fl(() are the refractive index of the cladding and core respectively.

Once the modal indices and guided fields of the supermodes are obtained, the coupling characteristics of the
waveguide coupler can be found. This is based on the normal-mode method. The propagating electric field E at a distance
z from the input can be approximated by the superposition of the supermodes of the two individual waveguides, and is
represented by

E =c1E1e ikZ +c2E2e (12)
where E1 and E2 are the fundamental even (symmetric) and the first-order odd (asymmetric) supermodes for a given
polarisation, their corresponding modal indices being rz and n0, and their projection components of incident light being c1
and c2 respectively.

Two figures of merits" are commonly used in the analysis of the coupling phenomenon - the coupling coefficient x
and the coupling length Ld. The coupling coefficient describes the overlap of the individual waveguide modes, which has a
larger value for more overlapping. It can be obtained by 27

(13)

where J3 and J3(, are the propagation constants of the lowest-order even and odd modes respectively. The coupling length L,
is the shortest distance required for complete power transfer between two waveguides. L has much influence on the device
length, and it is given by 28

L = (14)
Pe P0



L= (15)
2(e —n0)

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The twin waveguide structures with different geometric and optical parameters are investigated. All calculations are
restricted to quasi-TE mode. Parameters to be analysed include: implant energy of the ions (600, 800 and 1000 keV),
operating wavelength (0.85 and 0.90 .tm), mask width (1.8, 2.4, 3 and 3.6 im) and waveguide separation (1, 2, 3 and 4 im).
All the other parameters are kept constant: the total lateral width 2L is fixed at 16 .tm; the thickness of MQW layers is 0.6
im, which consists of 30 periodic layers of iooA Gis wells and iooA Al03Ga7As barriers; this is followed by a 2.5 tm
thick Al03Ga7As buffer on top of a GaAs substrate. The implant dose (N0) is fixed at lxlO'2 cm2, and implantation is
performed at room temperature. All the waveguide structures are decomposed into a computational grid size of Ar=0.02 .tm
and Ay=O.OO2 im, these totaled 400 and 500 grid points in the x and y directions respectively. Each implant energy is
associated with a specific projected range R, projected standard deviation AR,,, and lateral spread 4RPL,3° These values are
listed in Table 1 . Fig. 2 shows the Ga ion impurity concentration profile when the implant energy is 600 keV, over a mask
width of 3 rim, and a waveguide separation of 4 jim. For the computation of Al concentration profile post implantation, the
time step dt is taken to be 0.002s in Eq. (5). To solve for the wave equation (Eq. (10)), the modal electric field is expanded
in Fouries series using 30 harmonics in both x and y directions in a mapped unit square u-v space, which gives rise to a 900 x
900 matrix.

16 ''

Fig. 2 Impurity concentration profile. (a) 3-D plot; (b) contour plot, with implant energy =600 keV,
mask width Lm = 3 jim, and waveguide separation s = 4 jim.

Implant energy
(keV)

Projected range R
(jim)

Vertical deviation L

R,, (jim)

Lateral deviation L%RpL (jim)

600 0.2308 0.855 0.1081
800 0.3111 0.1069 0.1383
1000 0.3916 0.1261 0.1665

Table 1 Project range, its vertical and lateral deviation associated with different implant energies for Ga
implantation on AlGaAs/GaAs.
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The guided modes in a two-channel waveguide are the two lowest-order symmetric and asymmetric supermodes.
Their normalised propagation constant, b (defined in Eq. (1 1)), are referred to as be and b0, both indicating how far a mode is
from cutoff. They are the normalised values of J3e and $ (appeared in Eq. (14)) respectively. be and b0 are found out to be
very close, differed by much less than iO in most cases. be is always larger than b0, which conforms the fact that the
coupling length must be positive. The two b values both increase as diffusion time proceeds. As the two waveguides are in
proximity, coupling occurs between them. While various physical parameters of the waveguide structure is changed, the
degree of coupling in each case is measured by the coupling length L using Eq. (15).

3.1 Symmetric Dual-channel Waveguide

The waveguide structure produced at ion implant energy equals 1000 keV, with mask width equals 1 .8 rim, and
operating wavelength at 0.90 im is taken as a typical case for illustrating the results with symmetric waveguide. High
energy ion implantation has been employed recently for bandgap tuning of semiconductor quantum well laser structures.
Considering the effect of waveguide separation, it is discovered that for all waveguide separations under investigation,
diffusion time t = 36 s marks the beginning of guided modes and single-mode operation is still maintained up to t= lOOs. b
and b0 are very similar in value. Table 2 shows the values of ri. and fl0 at different diffusion time for different waveguide
separations. Apparently the waveguide separation has a minimal effect on the modal indices (also the propagation
constants), in consideration of the fact that the corresponding values of ii. or n for different waveguide separations are
almost the same. It also does not affect the time of occurrence of guided modes and the time duration of single-mode
operation.

Diffusion
time (s)

S = 1 (mm)

fl() e
S = 2 (mm)

o n
s = 3 (mm)

n0 'e
s = 4 (mm)

o 'e
36 3.470467 3.470556 3.470508 3.470511 3.470511 3.470511 3.470509 3.470509
60 3.469368 3.469416 3.469385 3.469386 3.469391 3.469391 3.469385 3.469385

100 3.468025 3.468050 3.468035 3.468036 3.468037 3.468037 3.468034 3.468034

Table 2 Even and odd modal indices e and n0 at different diffusion time for different waveguide
separations s, with implant energy = 1000 keV, mask width L,,, 1 .8 fill, and operating
wavelength = 0.90 mm.

It is evident that for small waveguide separation, there is a relatively large difference between the modal indices of
the lowest-order even and odd supermodes guided by the twin waveguide. When the separation increases, their difference
decreases and they both tend to that of the fundamental mode of a single guide. (The same result is reported in 32)Since the
coupling length is inversely related to this difference, the coupling length becomes longer as the waveguide separation
increases. This is expected because the interaction between the guides naturally gets smaller as they are farther apart, giving
rise to a smaller coupling coefficient and hence a longer coupling length. Table 3 shows the theoretical calculated values of
L in this case, which are shown graphically in Fig. 3 using a logarithmic scale. L varies greatly from a few millimeters to a
hundred meters. The exceptionally large values of L for large waveguide separations are unrealistic since they are too large
to be employed in real devices. They also imply that there is practically no coupling.

Diffusion
time (s)

s =1 (mm)
L,

s = 2 (mm)

L
s = 3 (mm)

L,

s = 4 (mm)

L
36 0.0051 0.1497 4.0120 8.6927

60 0.0095 0.4274 8.9305 27.1247
100 0.0183 1.3407 74.5967 81.9981

Table 3 Coupling length L at different diffusion time for different waveguide separations s, with implant
energy = 1000 keV, mask width Lm 1.8 mm, and operating wavelength l = 0.90 mm.
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As diffusion proceeds (diffusion time t> 36 s), the coupling length rises, as shown in Fig. 3. This may be explained
by the fact that the difference in the refractive indices in the implanted and non-implanted regions, gets larger, thus
producing a stronger optical confinement effect. This implies less light can propagate into the adjacent channel. It can
therefore be concluded that guiding improves while the extent of coupling decreases with diffusion time. Moreover, the
coupling length corresponding to larger waveguide separations experiences a more rapid increase than that for smaller
separations (this is represented by the slope of the L curves.) This can be explained as follows. There is a weak coupling
at the beginning of guided modes for large waveguide separations, so it is easier to "decouple" the fields from the two
guides. In fact, "decoupling" means reducing the overlapping between the fields from the two guides (or the coupling
coefficient). This is accompanied by a longer coupling length. By contrast, there is more coupling at the beginning of
guided modes for small waveguide separations. To decouple the two guides, it would require a longer diffusion time.

:
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Fig. 3 Coupling length L versus diffusion time for different
waveguide separations s, implant energy = 1000 keV,
mask width Lm I .8 tim, and operating wavelength
xop = 0.90 rim.

If the operating wavelength is changed to 0.85 rim, a different set of coupling lengths under single mode
operation is obtained (see Table 4). For shorter wavelengths, guided modes will occur earlier but single-mode operation will
last for a shorter time. The trend for coupling length versus time is the same as that observed for 2 = 0.90 j.tm. Comparing
the values of coupling length when guided modes have just begun, it is found that coupling length is smaller for longer
wavelength, which suggests that the degree of coupling is greater for longer wavelengths.

Diffusion
time (s)

s =1 (mm)
L

s = 2 (mm)
L

s = 3 (mm)
L

s = 4 (mm)
L

6 0.0053 0.1690 7.5794 9.1936
8 0.0084 0.3737 48.6159 59.5110
10 0.0121 0.7119 77.0969 107.1463

Table 4 Coupling length L at different diffusion time for different waveguide separations s,with implant
energy = 1000 keV, mask width Lm 1.8 mm, and operating wavelength l = 0.85 mm.

The coupling phenomenon can also be visualised from the contour plot of the quasi-TE modal field profiles. In
general, the contour plots of the leading even modal fields show a considerably larger overlapping of the fields from the two
guides than those of the odd modal fields. Comparing the field profiles observed at an operating wavelength of 0.90 jtm and
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that at 0.85 im, it can be seen that for the same waveguide structure, the profiles belonged to longer wavelength experience
greater vertical spreads than their shorter wavelength counterparts.

Fig. 4 Coupling length L, versus diffusion time for different
mask widths Lm, implant energy = 800 keV,
waveguide separation s = 1 j.tm, and operating
wavelength 0.90 .tm.

The relationship between mask width and coupling length is now investigated. Fig. 4 shows the coupling length
against diffusion time for different mask widths at an operating wavelength of 0.90 rim. The implant energy is 800 keY, and
the waveguide separation is 1 tim. In short, the wider the mask, the longer the coupling length. This is obvious as light is
confined better in a larger region under larger masks. Hence, the degree of coupling is smaller. As before, the slope for
curves corresponding to weaker coupling (larger mask width in this case) is greater, as explained earlier. Fig. 5 are the field
contour plots for mask widths equal to 2.4 and 3.6 tim. It turns out that the diffusion time for guided modes to occur as well
as the time duration for single-mode operation decreases with increasing mask width. It implies that to shorten the diffusion
time, a wider mask is desirable; however, the undesirable multi-mode guiding will occur earlier.
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Fig. 5 Contour plots of the lowest-order even modal field for to different mask widths. (a) Lm 2.4 im;
(b) Lm 3.6 tim, with implant energy = 600 keV, waveguide separation s = 1 tm, and operating
wavelength 2, = 0.90 tim.
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Finally, the influence of implant energy on the coupling length is investigated. Lower implant energies are
observed to shorten the coupling length. Fig. 6 shows the coupling length against diffusion time for different implant
energies where the operating wavelength is 0.90 j.tm, mask width is 1.8 im and waveguide separation is 1 pm. Other things
being constant, greater implant energies will require longer diffusion time for guided modes to occur, and the time duration
for single-mode operation is longer.

25

Implant energy = 600 keV
20 , ,

E Implant energy = 800 keV
E

• Implant energy = 1000 keV '
a) 15
C /

11::
0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Fig. 6 Coupling length L, versus diffusion time for different
implant energies, with mask width Lm 1.8 jim,
waveguide separation s = 1 jim, and operating
wavelength = 0.90 jim.

There is one remark about the coupling length L. As seen from Eq. (14) and Eq. (15), L is inversely proportional
to the difference between the even and odd propagation constants fie and J3 or the modal indices eand n0. Small errors in
any one parameter will produce large errors in L. The calculation of L usually requires an accuracy of about 1 part to 1 O
in the calculated modal propagation constants and indices 29. This is guaranteed in our method. However, when the
separation between the two adjacent guides gets larger, the difference between theses even and odd parameters will be
smaller. The accuracy in L will decrease due to the subtraction error.

3.2 Asymmetric Dual-channel Waveguide

Attention is now turned to asymmetric dual-channel waveguide couplers. All physical dimensions and grid sizing
are the same as before, but this time one of the masks is having a fixed width (Lmi 2.4 jim); the other mask has avariable
width, Lm2. The calculations are also restricted to the quasi-TE modes. The case where implant energy is 600 keV,
waveguide separation is 1 jim with operating wavelength at 0.90 jim is chosen to be discussed here.

As Lm2 5 varied, the modal indices of the two lowest-order supermodes behave differently. When Lm2 5 smaller
than Lmi ' the modal index of the even supermode approaches to that of the fundamental mode of the isolated guide with
wider mask width Lmi ; when Lm2 5 larger than Lmi , it approaches to that of an isolated guide of mask width Lm2. By
contrast, when Lm2 5 larger than Lmi, the modal index of the odd supermode approaches to that of the fundamental mode of
the isolated guide with smaller mask width Lmi ; when Lm2 IS smaller than Lmi, it approaches to that of an isolated guide of
mask width Lm2. The difference between the modal indices of the even and odd supermodes is minimum for symmetric
couplers (when Lm2 Lmi = 2.4 jim), as assumed by the coupled-mode theory. These trends are illustrated in Fig. 7, which
suggest that the even and odd supermodes are distributed unequally between the two waveguides. The even mode is mainly
guided by the larger guide (the one with larger mask width), while the odd supermode is mainly guided by the smaller guide
(the one with smaller mask width).
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Fig. 7 Modal index of the two lowest-order supermodes and the fundamental mode of the isolated
waveguides as a function of mask width Lm2 with implant energy = 600 keV, mask width Lmj 2.4

tim, waveguide separation s = 1 .tm, and operating wavelength 2L)/, = 0.90 jim.

To study the effect of asymmetry on the coupling properties, the normalized power transferred between the two
channels for different mask width Lm2 are compared. The method for determining the power transfer from one waveguide to
another is available in It is found that power transfer between symmetric waveguides is complete, while that between
asymmetric waveguides is only partial and decreases as the asymmetry increases, as evident in Fig. 10. It should be noticed
that for the same difference of ILm2 LmiI, the power transferred when Lm2 5 smaller Lmi iS greater than that when L, is
larger Lmi (that is to compare the values of power transferred for Lm2 1 .8 jim and Lm2 3 jim). This phenomenon is
because smaller mask width contributes to weaker optical confinement effect; the modal fields are more diffused such that
they exchange energy to a greater extent.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A model has been developed for studying symmetric and asymmetric multi-QW directional couplers defined by the
ion implantation technique. It enables a quasi-vector analysis of the light propagation for various lID waveguide structures.
Knowledge of the modal indices and field profiles of the supermodes, and the coupling length, has been gathered to facilitate
the design of lID defined integrated optoelectronic devices.

The effects of the implantation and geometric parameters on the waveguiding and coupling properties of the dual-
core waveguide structures are analysed. The time of occurrence of the first guided modes and the time duration of single-
mode operation do not vary with the twin waveguide separation. They tend to decrease with smaller implant energy, wider
mask width and shorter operating wavelength. By choosing these parameters appropriately, the number of guided modes can
be controlled and single-mode propagation can be achieved in the twin waveguide structure. In regard to the coupling
characteristics of the coupled waveguide structure, the coupling length is shorter with smaller waveguide separation, longer
operating wavelength, smaller mask width, and smaller implant energy. Shorter coupling length (or larger coupling
coefficient in equivalent) means greater overlapping of the guided fields of the adjacent waveguides. One very important
finding is that the coupling length increases with diffusion time.

This study shows that while lID produced multi-QW twin waveguides possess similar optical properties compared
with conventional dielectric rib waveguides, they have the advantage of providing a more flexible control over the
waveguiding and coupling characteristics, such as by varying the diffusion time, the ion implant energy, the mask width, the
waveguide separation, and the operating wavelength. Therefore lID produced waveguide arrays are highly recommended
for integrated photonic IC realisation. The lID technique permits the fabrication of directional couplers of various types at
different sections of the waveguide arrays through selective intermixing in selective areas, thus eliminating the need of
waveguide bending or junction.

Lm2 (Jim)



A possible future extension of our work is to deal with multi-channel (eight- and sixteen-channel) waveguiding
structures. These multi-port devices are becoming today's major focus in WDM (wavelength division multiplexing)
applications.
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